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In the confectionery industry, cocoa butter substitute (CBS) are one of major materials by which cocoa butter (CB) can be replaced. As for a quality issue for shelf life of CBS compound chocolate, however, it is well known the formation of strange fat bloom looking like mist appears. Some previous studies have clarified CBS with CB may result in a eutectic state which will lead to softening and phase separation of chocolate products and eventually the formation of bloom phenomenon. However existing phase diagrams were not drawn by DSC and XRD but also SFC. The diagrams drawn by SFC were reported, while that study was not care of polymorphs.
The purpose of this study is drawing the phase diagram of binary mixtures of CBS and CB by using the time-resolved synchrotron radiation X-ray diffraction measurement (SR-XRD), and revealing polymorphs and phase behaviors of the binary mixtures. By using SR-XRD, we can get the real-time diffraction pattern, while the crystals melt.
CBS was mixed with CB. 13 variety of blending ratios were prepared ; CBS:CB[wt%]=100:0,  95:5, 90:10, 85:15, 80:20, 65:35, 60:40, 50:50, 40:60, 30:70, 20:80, 10:90, 0:100. These samples were stored at 20C for 40 days. Alter that manner, they were heated from 15C to 60C at the rate of 2C/min during the measurement. In drawing the kinetic phase diagram, we determined that each temperature at which the peak was lost was the melting point and plotted the melting points against each concentration of CBS.
After drawing the kinetic phase diagram, it showed that CBS were separated some crystal polymorphs with different melting points and CB showed form V.

